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LIBERTY OUTLAW

Liberty is a local teen who enjoys drawing and
painting. She has participated in the Young Adult
Department's Teen Artist Showcase, and last year
she helped design a mural in the Teen Art Room.

She created this painting while sheltering in place
this summer.

Liberty Outlaw, July 2020



FAN ART

(A) Gardner is an artist, performer and cosplayer. They

have appeared at multiple conventions across Arizona,

most notably Fandomania at the Prescott Valley Public 

COSPLAY

Library. (A) Gardner has been busy during the past few months creating

more art and cosplays. They hope that once the pandemic is over,

conventions and gatherings will continue as normal.

TV SHOW DEXTER FAN ART

A. Gardner



Nearly every single day, I listen to my favorite band:
Switchfoot. I have been listening to them my whole life.
They do not exactly have a genre, seeming to be in one all
their own. But they might fall under simply: rock and roll
(with a twist). And the BEST kind of rock and roll! Every
time I listen to them, I am filled with a JOY and
EXCITEMENT that no other mortal music brings me!
Listening to Switchfoot, for me, is kind of like floating on
air. Beautiful air. And Switchfoot has filled my life this
whole time of chaos and breath-taking change; in more
ways than one. 

Each year, in Encinitas, California, Switchfoot holds their
Bro-Am (derived from Pro-Am), which is a music/surfing
event at Moonlight Beach, to raise money for at-risk kids.
Loving to surf themselves (even going as far as to name
their band after a surfing move), and loving to play their
music, it is one of Switchfoot’s favorite days of the year.
Sadly, this year, with the fact that over two thousand
people always attend, the Bro-Am was canceled. Or so we
all thought. Not too long later, I found out that Switchfoot
was going to do their Bro-Am anyway! And instead of
performing it as usual, they were going to live-stream it!
One of my biggest dreams has always been to go to the
Switchfoot Bro-Am. And this year, my dream came true! I
watched the Bro-Am! And it was AMAZING! People from
ALL over the world watched it. And it will always be the
Bro-Am to remember. Switchfoot, for the first me in
months, was on stage again! 

And Switchfoot’s “Fantastic, NOT Traveling Music Show”
continues: on the twenty-fifth of July, another live-
streamed concert took place! It was well beyond epic,
awesome and amazing. The next concert is approaching: on
August 29th. I am counting down each minute until it is
here.

Switchfoot – in short –  has held my hand all the way from
birth to now. And they are always holding on, helping me
make it through.

Switchfoot is not the only band that has been back on
stage. Before all THIS happened, I saw my second favorite
band, The Gray Havens  (second to Switchfoot), perform
live in Phoenix. Since then, I have seen them live-streamed
four times! And their concerts have made staying at home
so worth it!

They fall under the genre of Pop, but call themselves
“Narrative/Folk/Pop,” which fits them exactly. They are
quite different than Switchfoot, so I have been gettng a
good balance of rock and roll, and Narrative/Folk/Pop.
More rock and roll than the other. So, to say the very least,
Switchfoot (and The Gray Havens) are part of the air that is
keeping me alive. 

So is The Lord of the Rings.

I read The Lord of the Rings, by J.R.R. Tolkien, in 2019, and
have LOVED it ever since! Reading The Lord of the Rings is
like getting lost in another world. But it feels REAL. It is a
long journey,  but one that is entirely worth every second.
It is a journey that everyone should take. I made the
journey. And when I reached the end, I wanted to go back
and take it all over again. The characters, places, and the
story itself, have all become a part of me. And of course,
there are the movies: 

The Lord of the Rings movies are divided into three
separate, long films. The movies are very different than the
books, and yet, they are the same. And they have helped
me through this me by giving me another taste of the
feeling of being lost in a different world, away from the
reality I know. 

Without a doubt, the books are beer than the movies. So
much beer! Though the movies tell the story they cannot
give the feeling of realness that the books do. Happily, my
Middle-earth travels have not ended with The Lord of the
Rings. I am reading The Silmarillion, which a sort-of
prequel to The Lord of the Rings. Although it is dark, sad
and heartbreaking (as well as very disturbing at mes), it
holds a piece of the same feeling of reality as the story that
follows it. 

Geng away to Middle-earth is keeping me calm and alright
in this present reality that we did not know was coming.
The Lord of the Rings is another breath in the air I breathe.
Tolkien’s tales are helping me make it through.
In conclusion: I strongly recommend reading The Lord of
the Rings, and listening to Switchfoot (and The Gray
Havens!). They give hope and encourage us to keep going
even when we cannot see what lies ahead because they are
built on the Truth that carries us, even when we do not
realize it. And that same Truth will be the reason we make
it through.

Making it Through -  With Rock and Roll and the One Ring 
An Essay by Evelyn Belle

This year has been hard for many people all over the world. 
Including myself. But I have found ways to make it through…



“Rise above the storm and you will find the sunshine.”

–Mario Fernandez

Ricky’s response: 
After the storm the sun shines in a distance 

and it gives you hope for lives you have risen within.

Ricky Smart, 16 years old

Poetry

Monday

Music and ice pick

Order in the court

New things

discovered

Dawn of the dead Ned

Attitude

York of the fork

Acrostic Poems

Ricky

Rapping

Ice

C-Poe

Kill mo

You tube

Sun

Sun same

Unhappy

Notes



SHIRO
TAMAKI KYORI BAKUGOU

URARAKA

DEKU HONEY SEMPAI

HITACHIIN TWINS
SORA

FROPPY

HATSUNE MIKU

Sara makes & Sells homemade stickers.

AND ADORABLE CLAY BAKED GOODS



Do you have art, stories or thoughts

you want to share in our next 

Teen E-Zine?

TEEN E-ZINE QUARTERLY
HIGHLIGHTING THE ARTFUL YOUTH EXPERIENCE 

Thank you for checking out the

first edition of

Theme for our next issue:
"Building Community"

Submit your work to
pvplteens@gmail.com

for more information contact Library Assistant Coleen
cbornschlegel@pvaz.net or 928-759-6189


